Local assessment of science RDM practices as examined
through journal policies
ABSTRACT
Research data management practices vary greatly across areas
within the physical and applied sciences. Challenges for librarians
and other data service providers include understanding the
differences in disciplinary practices and identifying researchers
receptive to engaging with RDM services. Prominent journals
requiring that supplementary data be made publicly available could
be one possible driver of increased interest in the development of
institutional support for RDM practices in the sciences.
Using this driver as an instrument to identify potential “clients”, we
propose a replicable methodology for local assessment by
examining high impact journal policies and harvesting institutional
publishing data to determine current local RDM practice across
disciplines. The results of the data gathered in this analysis can
supplement traditional researcher interviews and identify clusters to
engage in further RDM discussion or projects, as well as allow
targeted services, training and/or advocacy efforts.

APPROACH
Gathering information regarding disciplinary RDM practices on
campus can include methods such as surveys, environmental scans
and/or focus groups. These activities often require researcher time
and participation, and can be small or non-representative samples or
they can have a limited scope.
This experiment = Trying to come up with another way to
supplement current methods to further understand RDM
practices and identify possible avenues for engagement
In Canada, there are not yet policies regarding the inclusion of data
management plans in grant applications. Since journal policies tend
to reflect disciplinary practices, this might be a good way to
understand what is going on in the disciplines and understand where
Canadian researchers may have to meet requirements.

PRELIMINARY FINDINGS

METHODS
Worked with the assumption that researchers want to publish in
highly ranked journals. If highly ranked journals have data deposit
requirements, researchers will be motivated to comply, which gives
insight into disciplinary practices.
Step #1 – Identify high impact journals and determine which
require data deposit
Process:
• Tool: Journal Citation Reports, 2012 Science Edition
• Used 106 of 176 subject categories representing the physical,
applied, and life sciences (removed health and medical)
• Exported top 10 ISSNs in each category, ranked by impact factor
• Read and coded each journal policy/author guidelines section
Example of coding rubric for journal policies:

Step #2 – Determine which of these highly ranked journals
requiring data deposit UofT researchers are publishing in

Process:
• Tool: Scopus
• Harvest UofT publications in selected ISSNs from Scopus
• De-duplicate any articles in multiple categories
• Pull all articles where the Corresponding Author is from UofT
• Match author's email address to UofT Department
• For each article, flag whether or not the journal requires deposit
Example of Scopus search string:

Journals with highest number of UofT publications
Journal
PLoS ONE
Proceedings of the National Academy of
Sciences of the United States of America
Astrophysical Journal
Environmental Science and Technology
Angewandte Chemie - International Edition
Organic Letters
Optics Letters
Organometallics
Optics Express
Physical Review A - Atomic, Molecular, and
Optical Physics

Articles
277
78
64
60
53
40
39
38
38

Deposit required Journals with highest number of
UofT publications
Journal
Articles
PLoS ONE
277
Environmental Science and
Technology
60
Organometallics
38
Bioinformatics
28
ACS Nano
27
Nature
23
Evolution
20
Journal of Organic Chemistry
20
Science
18
Molecular and Cellular Proteomics
17

37

UofT departments with highest number of
publications
UofT Department
Articles
Faculty of Medicine
537
Department of Chemistry
484
Department of Electrical and Computer
Engineering
149
Department of Mechanical and Industrial
Engineering
142
Department of Physics
99
Department of Chemical Engineering and
Applied Chemistry
96
Department of Ecology and Evolutionary
Biology
92
Institute of Biomaterials and Biomedical
Engineering
79
Department of Civil Engineering
78
Institute for Aerospace Studies
71

UofT departments with highest number of
publications with deposits required
UofT Department
Articles
Faculty of Medicine
328
Department of Chemistry
143
Department of Ecology and Evolutionary
Biology
58
The Terrence Donnelly Centre for Cellular and
Biomolecular Research
39
Department of Molecular Genetics
35
Department of Cell and Systems Biology
33
Department of Electrical and Computer
Engineering
19
Department of Computer Science
18
Department of Chemical Engineering and
Applied Chemistry
18
Institute of Biomaterials and Biomedical
Engineering
17

Note: only departments in the Faculty of Arts & Science and the Faculty of Applied Science & Engineering
were broken out by department

APPLICATIONS AND FUTURE USE
•
•
•
•
•

Gain understanding of disciplinary practices and differences
Re-run to monitor landscape of journal policies
Supplement other information gathered about institution practices
Identify potential project partners/clusters
Gives authority in talking points to university administration and
researchers
• Create reflective infrastructure and services
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